Respondent's representative suggested on the record
that Mr. Ferguson's departure from his employment with MSHA
was somehow connected with his relationship with the respondent,
and the representative stated that Mr. Ferguson "was bitter
at the Company on different matters/1 and suggested that there
was an "ulterior motive" behind the issuance of the order in
question {Tr. 58).  When asked why the respondent did not
contest the issuance of the order within the required
statutory time period., the representative replied "I didn't
have anything to do with it then" (Tr. 59).  The matter
was then dropped, and respondent's representative proceeded
to put on a defense.
Respondent's testimony and evidence
James E. Wilson, respondent's mine foreman, testified
that he has 35 years of mining experience and that he was
aware of the order issued by Inspector Ferguson on May 12, 1982.
He stated that according to policy the belt line is shut down
every morning at 6:30 a.m. for servicing, cleaning, or the
changing of rollers.  He described the 600 feet of belt line
cited by the inspector as an "airlock," and indicated that
problems occur with float dust in that area.  He described
the ambient temperature of the mine as 62 degrees, and stated
that the air velocity in the area was 40,000 cubic feet
(Tr. 61),  Mr, Wilson indicated that he found no hot rollers
when he went to the area and that the belt line may be
examined at any time during the shift.  He also indicated
that Inspector Cunningham had been in the area the night before
the order was issued and that he issued no citations or orders
(Tr. 62),
On cross-examination, Mr. Wilson stated that he believed
the belt was shut down because the mine was operating on
10-hour shifts, and that it is down for four hours from the
time the previous shift ended.  After maintenance, the belt
would start up again at approximately 7:30 a.m. (Tr. 65).  He
confirmed that on the day the order issued, he went underground
at 9:00 a.m., but that between the time of his arrival at
the mine that day and the time he went underground he personally
did not know whether the belt was running or not (Tr. 67) .
In response to further questions, Mr. Wilson confirmed
that after the order was issued he observed the conditions at
the cited^area, and while he saw some float coal dust at
least an inch deep where men were shovelling, he did not see
any loose coal.  He then stated that he walked the entire
cited belt area where he did observe coal accumulations, but
did not see "a dangerous amount of accumulations" (Tr. 68) .
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